ABSTRACT Hybrid multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have been thought as a promising technology in future 5G. Compared with conventional digital MIMO systems, such a structure is equipped with fewer RF chains, which would reduce the computational complexity and hardware cost, and meanwhile additional analog beamforming is introduced to maintain the performance. However, scarce RF chains make channel state information acquisition difficult for analog beamforming. In this paper, we consider a practical hybrid beamforming, which includes zero-forcing (ZF) precoding in digital beamforming, and beam selection for analog beamforming. First, the statistic information of users (e.g., angle and distance) is utilized to construct an approximate channel for each user. Second, users individually evaluate the codebook and feedback the results, by which base station (BS) makes optimization and selects the final beams for analog beamforming. Finally, BS performs the digital baseband ZF precoding with the equivalent channel. In the process, we give two limited feedback methods for users, and two corresponding beam selection methods for BS. These methods are evaluated in the Rayleigh fading channels and mmWave channels. Simulation results show that our hybrid beamforming could approach performance of conventional digital precoding, and more RF chains could provide better performance. Moreover, proposed methods only require once feedback and effectively reduce the delay, and two feedback methods achieve a good tradeoff between performance and feedback cost. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO and mmWave systems are currently being considered as scalable advanced architectures, and would play key roles in future 5G cellular networks. Massive MIMO systems could enable simple transmit precoding schemes to achieve high capacity performance. For example, with the number of BS antennas goes to infinity, simple linear precoding schemes, such as ZF and maximum ratio transmission (MRT), can achieve comparable performance to the optimal capacity-achieving dirty paper coding (DPC) [1] . In addition, the mmWave systems could provide more available bandwidth to satisfy the future exponential growth in data traffic [2] . Note that there is an encouraging factor which is the apparent symbiosis between the two technologies. On one hand, the high carrier frequency for mmWave communication is with very short wavelength, which is appealing for massive MIMO design since the size of the antenna array can be reduced. On the other hand, the large beamforming gains achievable with large-scale antennas can extend coverage to help overcome the high path loss in mmWave systems.
Despite such huge performance gain, the deployment of massive MIMO systems is hindered by several practical challenges. In conventional MIMO systems, each antenna is associated with an exclusive RF chain, including digitalto-analog convert (DAC), analog-to-digital convert (ADC), power amplifier (PA) and so on. RF chains usually lead to huge hardware cost and power consumption, which becomes a main concern in Massive MIMO. For example, the highspeed ADC accounts much cost, especially for mmWave systems [3] . Therefore, a novel MIMO system architecture with fewer RF chains, named hybrid MIMO, is proposed for cost-efficient deployment. However, fewer RF chains also reduce the dimension for digital signal processing, which could lead to the loss of system performance.
To maintain a good performance in Hybrid MIMO, active antennas are considered and applied to implement analog beamforming. The active antennas consist of simple phase shifters and power combiners, which could control the signal phase on each antenna via a network of analog phase shifters [4] . Fig. 1 illustrates the N t ↔ M ↔ K hybrid MIMO with downlink transmission. For example, the data s for K users first makes the baseband digital beamforming (DBF), e.g., D, where K users' data are separated into M parallel streams, corresponding to M RF chains. And then, the streams are mapped into each antenna with the analog beamforming (ABF), e.g., A, where each analog signal from DAC is modified by N t phase shifters, and the power combiner accumulates the signals from M different phase shifters. Finally, the signal is sent out after the PA process.
DBF D can make both amplitude and phase modifications, consistent to the conventional digital precoding. However, with the constraint at analog phase shifters and power combiners, ABF A only optimizes the phase of each element. In addition, we all know that exact CSI is the premise of precoding in MIMO systems, so each antenna usually requires dedicated RF chain to estimate the channel. With dedicated RF chains, D easily gets the equivalent channel, which is the combination of real channel (H) and A. But for A, the number of antennas N t is larger than the digital dimension M , and hybrid MIMO system can't acquire all CSI for each antenna in analog beamforming.
Motivated by these facts, [5] adopts a practical beamforming method, where beamforming is divided into two relatively independent parts. The one is analog beamforming with beam evaluating and feedbacks, and the other is to make ZF for DBF D. Besides, [6] gives the random beamforming for conventional MIMO, which is further introduced into mmWave systems for analog beamforming in [7] . These methods solve the constraint of the CSI, but M = K is strictly demanded, which doesn't meet the normal condition M ≥ K . Meanwhile, beam training and evaluation for A would take much resource and large delay.
There are some other related works. References [8] and [9] assume ideal CSI for analog beamforming, and A is directly based on the phase matrix of traditional precoding. ZF precoding is used for D to eliminate the interference among users. Although they could get nearly optimal capacity with unlimited antennas, all of them ignore the CSI constraint for analog beamforming. Reference [10] designs an iterative method with the joint optimization of beamforming in the downlink and the estimation in the uplink, but the convergence can't be guaranteed, and unknown iterations might introduce much complexity. Furthermore, [11] considers the energy-efficiency design of hybrid MIMO, and gives two analog beamforming schemes with low-complexity beam searching, respectively for the fully-connected structure and the array-of-subarray structure. Reference [12] proposes a three-stage beam searching scheme, which largely reduces the beam set-up time in mmWave systems.
In this paper, considering an arbitrary number of RF chains with N t M ≥ K , we design the beamforming for hybrid MIMO. Main contributions are summarized as follows:
• A practical hybrid beamforming is proposed which meets CSI constraint, implemented with limited feedback and good performance.
• For analog beamforming, two limited feedback algorithms are illustrated, meeting N t M ≥ K .
• The proposed algorithms only require once feedback, and corresponding delay is only
• Simulations are given for mmWave and rayleigh channels, and we also make the approximate analysis in rayleigh channel. Section II discusses the system model. In Section III, for D and A, we analyze their relationship and how they affect the performance. Section IV shows the proposed algorithms, and the corresponding analysis of spectrum efficiency, overhead and delay is also given. In Section V, mmWave channel model is illustrated, and the simulations are given. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
Notations: X is a matrix, x is a vector, x is a scalar, and X is a set. (•) H , (•) T and I K denote the conjugate transpose, transpose and K -dimensional identity matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider multiuser MIMO downlink systems with one BS and K non-cooperative users, where the BS is equipped with N t transmit antennas and M RF chains, with the general assumption N t M ≥ K . For the sake of simplicity, the receiver is defined as single-antenna terminal or assumed with fixed array gain. For K users, their received signals can be represented as a K -dimensional vector,
where 
W is the N t × K precoding matrix, and with W = AD, the received signal of kth-user can be expressed as
where A is the analog phase beamforming matrix (
and d k is the k-th column of D. Next, define H eq = HA as the equivalent channel for digital beamforming, and h eq,k = h T k A. The received signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at the k-th user is given by
And with digital beamforming normalization for each user, the maximum spectrum efficiency can be formulated as
where a i,j denotes the element in the i-th row and j-th column of matrix A
III. THE ANALYSIS FOR THE HYBRID STRUCTURE
This section firstly analyzes the characters of D and A. Secondly, we give the approximate analysis for the objective function (4), and SNR and SINR rules are concluded to design A.
A. THE RELATION BETWEEN D AND A
There are two major difficulties to optimize (4). One is the joint optimization of A and d k , which will involve huge complexity. The other one is that the systems can't provide full CSI to design the analog beamforming A. One potential solution is to divided the optimization into relatively independent parts: A from beam selection based on feedbacks of codebook evaluation, and D from ZF with equivalent channel H eq . For example, for the received signal of k-th user in (2), d k could be optimized to enhance the power for k-th user (e.g., MRT), or to eliminate the interference from other users (e.g., ZF). In contrast, A is shared by all users and takes the same effect among users. It indicates that the optimization of A should enhance the total performance for all users, not just for one special user.
Continuously with determined A and h eq,k = h T k A, we get
whose structure is consistent to the full-digital precoding model. And conventional methods could be directly applied to design D with H eq . In current networks, ZF is a good option to eliminate the inter-user interference. Thus, we can make
Therefore, the left work is how to get a good channel H eq , i.e., how to design A.
B. ANALYSIS FOR THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Considering ZF for D, (3) is simplified as
where (a) is from ZF to eliminate the inter-user interference, and (b) is based on the definition
And the spectrum efficiency in (4) is
(8)
, and assuming that A is constructed with beams from codebook F, C sum could be displayed as
and when h T k A 1×M and (d k ) M ×1 approach to parallel vectors. The maximum C sum could be further approximated as SNR rule.
When they are not parallel vectors, the corresponding capacity is expressed as SINR rule. Lemma 1:
(12)
When they are not parallel vectors, it is expressed by SINR rule.
Proof: With h T k A and d k close to parallel vectors,
where (a) is from the approximation (15), with considering
and the proof of (b) and (13) are similar to Theorem 1. Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 give the approximate results for maximum C sum . In (9), C sum is displayed as the sum of K norms, and the optimization object is transferred to select the matrix A to maximize (9) . (10)- (13) further divide matrix A selection into M beams a m selection from codebook F based on different conditions. Besides, because α h T k Ad k 2 = 1 makes C sum into fixed value, we omit the special case. Surprisingly, the expressions in (10) (12) and (11) (13) hold the similar structures to SNR and SINR, so we call them as SNR rule and SINR rule, respectively.
IV. PROPOSED PRECODING METHODS
Although Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 hold different expressions for SNR and SINR rules, they hold the same idea, which is to select beams from F to maximize (8) . Based on the inspiration, this section approximates the optimization functions into two applicable methods. And then, we analyze the feedback overhead, delay and the hardware complexity.
A. TWO DIFFERENT FEEDBACK PROTOCOLS
The optimization functions in (10)-(13) require joint and recursive computation between K users and beams in F. Take SNR rule for example, and the potential solution is that BS acquires CSI from K users and makes joint optimization to get max
Here, in order to avoid the cost of delay and feedback in channel estimation, we consider that each user individually evaluates to get max
and BS selects the final beams with user's evaluation information. Next, analog beamforming A process could be mainly concluded as three stages, 1) Each user gets its own channel information.
2) Users evaluate the codebook and feedback the results.
3) BS makes the final decision of A.
For the CSI acquisition in stage 1, the conventional method is to send pilot beams sequently from codebook F in the downlink, and user evaluates and selects the maximum power beam as its approximate channel in [13] , defined as S1. But, downlink beam training and high resolution channel evaluation would take much resource. Especially, if users are close to each other, distinguishing them needs more directional beams. Another potential method is to construct an approximate channel, only by utilizing user's position information, e.g., GPS or others, defined as S2. For example, mmWave systems could be considered as LoS-path transmission, and user's angle information could be used to approximate the channel with some statistic channel models. On comparison, S2 could avoid the delay from beam training, but its performance is limited to the accuracy of position information and channel model.
In stage 2, each user evaluates the codebook and feedback best beams, where is a variable parameter. Finally, BS makes the joint optimization to decide the final M beams as A. The following two algorithms are to illustrate the stage 2-3.
Although the SNR rules in (10) and (12) In algorithm 1, user finds beams with maximum values, and feedbacks β k and ξ k to BS. The value β k usually holds a large range, and after the quantification, the feedback would take much uplink resource. The following algorithm 2 only considers to feedback the beam index ξ k , which could greatly reduce the feedback cost.
In algorithm 2, each user only feedbacks beam index, which are the best choice for this user. BS gets K beam index vectors {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ K } from all users, and the joint optimization is select best beams for all users. Here, the core idea is to select which beams are users' favorite. The corresponding final selection of A is to get the maximum C (u n ) in (19). Algorithm 2 only feedbacks ξ k , and the corresponding quantification bits only require log 2 N t . Although one part feedback largely saves much uplink resource, there would be partial performance loss without the exact β feedback.
B. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL ALGORITHMS
With conventional feedback schemes, introduced in [10] , [14] , and its references, e.g., DFT, BS firstly constructs the for n=1:N t do 4: k-th user evaluates the beam u n in F with two rules, and gets: SINR rule in (11) and (13)
or SNR rule in (10) and (12) SNR
5:
end for 6: User selects maximum (k,n) to construct vector
, and ξ k is the vector of column index in F, corresponding to the beams getting maximum values.
7:
User feedbacks β k and ξ k to BS. 8: end for 9: At BS, for each column of F, calculate the sum. If β k and ξ k don't have the value for u n , we set (k,n) = 0.
10: BS selects M beams from F with maximum C (u n ) and gets A = u * 1 , u * 2 , . . . , u * M . Digital beamforming:
, with
codebook F with N t (or more) orthogonal beams, and transmits each beam sequentially to K users during the training period. Secondly, each user evaluates the received power for each beam. After the downlink beam training, each user gets the corresponding power vector for the N t beams, and feedbacks the maximum power beam index. BS gets K beams index and takes the corresponding beams as A by constraining M = K or getting K RF chains from M (M > K ). This process would require N t times training and 1 feedback at least, which introduces large delay and resources cost. Moreover, each beam in A only represents the best choice for only one user, and might be not the optimum for the whole multi-user system.
In our method, users feedback the evaluating information for beams, and BS fully considers the effect of different
Algorithm 2 Beam Selection With One Part Feedback Note that:
Most is the same to Algorithm 1. The different parts are step 7 and step 9 as follows: ........
7:
User only feedbacks ξ k to BS in the uplink. ........
9:
At BS, for each beam u n in F, calculate how many users feedback u n , displayed as the sum of bernoulli variable,
If n ∈ ξ k is true, bernoulli function I (n ∈ ξ k ) = 1, else I (n ∈ ξ k ) = 0. 10: BS selects M beams from F with maximum C (u n ) and gets A = u * 1 , u * 2 , . . . , u * M . ........ beams at different users, which gets a better performance. Moreover, the proposed algorithms meet the general condition (M ≥ K ) without constraint M = K , and this can make full use of all RF chains to explore all potential gains. If considering S2 to acquire channel information, shown in Section IV-A, our algorithms only need one downlink transmission to send user position information and one feedback in uplink, whose delay is only 1 N t than conventional method.
V. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. CHANNEL MODEL
The simulation considers two channel models: Rayleigh fading channel and mmWave channel. For simplicity, if using S1 to acquire the channel information, we assume that users evaluate all pilot beams and could get the ideal channel. What's more, in mmWave channel, we consider S2 to get the approximate channel, where the single-path channel structure is utilized to approximate users' channel with the relative angle information between user and BS.
Rayleigh fading channel follows CN (0, I). And we consider a popular mmWave channel model, displayed in [13] , which is a narrow-band clustered channel from the extended Saleh-Valenzuela model. So, the matrix channel H is assumed as the sum of the contributions of N cl N ray propagation paths, where N cl is the number of scattering clusters, each of which consists of N ray paths. Assuming terminal with single antenna at the receiver, the discrete-time narrow-band channel H can be simplified as
where α il is the complex gain of the l th ray in the i th scattering cluster, and ϕ t il (θ t il ) are its azimuth (elevation) angles of departure. t ϕ t il , θ t il and V t ϕ t il , θ t il respectively represent the transmit antenna element gain and the normalized VOLUME 5, 2017 transmit array response vector at the corresponding angle of departure.
BS uses UPA in the yz − plane, with W and H elements on the y and z axes respectively. V t is defined as (21) in [15] , and t could be modeled as being ideal structure shown in [16] .
where 0 ≤ m ≤ W and 0 ≤ n ≤ H are the y and z indices of an antenna element respectively, and the antenna array size is N t = WH .
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
Next, we provide some results to evaluate our proposed algorithms. We assume that the system is with BS employing an 10 × 10 UPA and 20 users, and using conventional DFT codebook as F N t ×N t . In mmWave channel, the azimuth angles of departure (AoDs) are assumed to be uniformly distributed in [0, 2π ] , and the elevation AoDs are uniformly distributed in [− We analyze the achievable spectrum efficiency, and compare with different algorithms,
• Proposed Algorithm (1/2) (S1/S2). 1/2 indicate as the proposed two algorithms, and S1/S2 shows two channel acquisition methods, defined in Section IV-A. For S2, assume that user knows main-ray angle information from BS to its position, and utilize the channel model (20) (21) to construct a single-ray channel as its approximate channel.
• Full digital ZF/MRT precoding. They are based on conventional full digital MIMO with perfect channel, equipped with 100 ideal RF Chains.
• Hybrid digital precoding [8] . Assume perfect channel for analog beamforming, and extract phased matrix of MRT as A with the constraint M = K .
• LF-Hybrid Precoding [14] . In mmWave channel, utilize S1 to get the channel, and the feedback K beams are construct A with the constraint M = K . By the simulation in Fig. 2 , Proposed Algorithm 2 S1 is nearly equal to Proposed Algorithm 1 S1, which means that the loss of additional information β k would not largely affect the performance. Compared to LF-Hybrid Precoding, Proposed Algorithm 1/2 S1 can get better results when SNR > 5dB, and especially when SNR > 20dB, it exceeds the Full digital MRT precoding. With the increasing of available RF chains, Proposed Algorithm 1/2 S1 is gradually close to full digital ZF precoding, which means that our methods are approaching the optimum with more RF chains for hybrid structure. For example, at M = 60, its spectrum efficiency could reach 90.9% of full digital ZF precoding, and is more than hybrid digital precoding, which is to say that the loss of exact CSI could be compensated by additional RF chains.
Therefore, the proposed methods could provide more gain than other practical methods when M = K , and by utilizing more RF chains (M > K ), our methods could finally approach the upper bound. Finally, we analyze the difference between the two channel acquisition methods (S1, S2) in mmWave channel. In Fig. 4 , we consider the effect on the performance of different RF chains, especially to analyze the difference between proposed methods and upper bound Full digital MRT precoding. By the simulation, there is much difference between Proposed Algorithm 1 S2 and Proposed Algorithm 1 S1 at low M , which indicates that S2 would not get enough channel information to ensure the performance. But the performance finally converges to the upper bound with the increasing of M . When M = 60, at SNR = 0, Proposed Algorithm 1 S2 could achieve 90.1% compared to the upper bound, while the gap reduces to zero at high SNR (SNR = 20).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied hybrid beamforming for multiuser massive MIMO systems, where we consider the general condition: more RF chains than scheduled users. And we propose two different feedback protocols, which could fully utilize the additional RF chains and get more gain. Compared to some conventional methods, the two algorithms could solve the analog beamforming to get good performance while keeping low complexity. By simulations, the proposed algorithms are close to traditional full digital ZF precoding with the increasing of available RF chains. Different from Proposed Algorithm 2, Proposed Algorithm 1 feedbacks more evaluation information, and this additional feedback ensures better performance by sacrificing more feedback resource. Meanwhile, We consider two different solutions to acquire the approximate channel for users, and they show different performance based on the channel model.
APPENDIX
The Proof is divided into 3 parts, respectively for the equations in (9), (10) and (11) .
A. THE PROOF OF (9) The capacity C sum could be approximated as
where (a) is based on Tayler series,
where R K α h T k Ad k 2 is high order remainder term with
, which ensures the polynomial convergence at some high order. So we can get R K α h T k Ad k 2 close to zero, and
B. THE PROOF OF (10) Following (9), the object function could be displayed as
Firstly, assume that h T k A 1×M and (d k ) 1×M are close to parallel vectors, 1 and so 
This shows that, assuming a m from the codebook F, the optimization object function is approximate to select M beams from F to maximize α h T k a m 2 for K users. Moreover, the idea in (26) aims at selecting a beam to maximize the receive power h T k a m 2 , which is similar to the definition of SNR. So we call this as SNR rule.
C. THE PROOF OF (11)
For h T k A 1×M and (d k ) M ×1 as not parallel vectors, we define parameter θ as the angle between the two vectors. We get
where the factor cos (θ ) 2 ≤ 1 shows that there is loss at matrix power. In order to cover this loss, the direct idea is to make cos (θ ) 2 = 1, which means that A should make the equivalent channel H eq = HA into diagonal matrix or block diagonal matrix. 2 And the effect of non-parallel is eliminated by A making diagonalization.
The vector in H eq is displayed as
where (a) is obtained by (9) , (b) is from the thought in (30), and here set φ = 1 ρ to get (c). This expression shows that the capacity could be approximated by selecting M beams from codebook F, and these beams shold maximum the sum value of K users. And (30) is similar to the structure of SINR, and this idea could be called as SINR rule. Note that SINR rule is not to eliminate the interference between the users, just to make the diagonalization and enhance the received power. 
